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METHODS
We held a sequential, two-round online Delphi survey and two synchronous online mixed stakeholder group meetings (Interacting Group Process) to explore the level of agreement amongst a panel of experts, on primary cam morphology definitions, terminology, taxonomy, and imaging outcome measures for research, and work towards agreement on a set of research priorities on conditions affecting the young person’s hip. The prioritised research statements were further ranked according to the Council on Health Research for Development’s Essential National Health Research (ENHR) ranking method. The Delphi and ENHR exercises allowed panel members to participate anonymously to reduce the influence of dominant individuals. \[1\] Reporting followed the 31-item REPorting guideline for PRIority SEtting of health (REPRISE) \[2\], and the Conducting and REPorting DElphi Studies (CREDES) \[3\].

This comprehensive Methods document combines and extend the methods sections of the two Oxford Delphi consensus papers (Part 1 and 2).

**Figure SF1-1.** Oxford Consensus Study flow chart. Stage 1: prepare for Delphi method; Stage 2: Delphi method online rounds; Stage 3: virtual discussion meetings and ENHR strategy for research priority setting. *Essential National Health Research; **Mini-module adapted from \[4\]*

**Methodology**
The Delphi method, especially its qualitative elements, has roots in the philosophical traditions that emphasise the importance of opinions and perceptions of groups of people. \[5\] This is important, alongside other sources of empirical data, when exploring the nature of reality or informing decision making. \[6\] This study applied the Delphi method as a pragmatic tool for working towards consensus.
and for mapping the level of, and reasons for, any residual disagreement. Many studies applying the Delphi method suffice with statistical consensus or non-consensus. We went further.

By embracing the pragmatic qualities of the Delphi method, this study dealt with tension and dissent in a meaningful way. While some argued that the Delphi method “rises above the paradigmatic divide”—it includes elements of qualitative and quantitative approaches, and of constructivism and positivism—others, including Brady (2015), have argued its alignment with a pragmatic philosophy. [6] We agree with Brady (2015) and Skulmoski and Hartman (2007): The Delphi method is flexible, favouring diversity over statistical representativeness in sampling, relatively low-resource, and user-friendly. [6,7] It is therefore a good tool for community-based and community engaged research, working towards consensus and surfacing tension and dissent in a meaningful way.

“…methods are the tools of the trade. Methodology is the philosophy that guides how and when you deploy those tools.” [8]

Relevant to the primary cam morphology research field, community-engaged research empowers the potentially marginalised and minoritised voices of patients, children, parents, women, citizens of the global south, para-athletes and non-physicians. Community-engaged research, characterised by inclusion, collaboration, and participation, builds upon the principles of reciprocity, relationship building, and translational learning between communities and professional researchers. [9] It provides a less hierarchical and more ethical approach to conducting research, combining, in our study context, transformative and knowledge co-production lenses underpinned by pragmatism as the philosophical paradigm. [6]

Given the focus on (research) transformation and knowledge co-production, it is important to reflect on our positionality and identities (racial/ethnic, sex/gender). The steering committee members (HPD, SMA, CLA, JKL, ABM, AP, PB, AS, JO, KMK, SGI, MK, TG), 5 women and 8 men, were English-speaking (as a first- or second language) white academics (11 with PhDs); 4 were physicians, 6 allied healthcare practitioners, and 3 health researchers. AP represented the Young Athlete’s Hip Research Collaborative’s Patient and Public Involvement Group. One resided in the Global South.

Not only did we combine multiple methodologies to accomplish this study’s aim, but also multiple research methods, and reflexive quantitative and qualitative analyses. Combining multiple methodologies and methods is not new; qualitative scholars use the term “methodological bricolage”—“an eclectic critical, multi-perspectival, multi-theoretical and multi-methodological approach to enquiry”. [10,11] Here we combined the online Delphi method, Interacting Group Process for mixed stakeholder group discussions [12], Essential National Health Research (ENHR) research strategy to rank the prioritised research statements, and revised Bloom’s Taxonomy, a tool to
create education that encourages critical thinking, to develop two education events aimed at early dissemination and implementation.

**Study design – Delphi method and Research Priority Setting process**

**Delphi method:** For this 3-stage Oxford Consensus Study (Figure S1–1), we modified the classical Delphi method slightly by replacing an open qualitative first round with a pre-selected list of statements based on a review of existing literature and a synthesis of the knowledge of steering group members. [13–15] The Delphi method assesses consensus through an iterative multistage process of controlled online questionnaires, feedback, reflection, and discussion, documenting both agreements and the nature and extent of residual disagreement. [16–18] Multiple rounds allow panel members to work towards consensus as members are invited to amend their response in the light of the group average. [19,20] The Delphi method allows panel members to participate anonymously to reduce the influence of dominant individuals.[1] Reporting followed CREDES (‘Conducting and REporting DElphi Studies’) [3]. We report in a linked paper (Oxford Delphi consensus, Part 2) how the prioritised research statements were further ranked according to the Council on Health Research for Development’s Essential National Health Research (ENHR) ranking method.[4]

The essence of the Delphi method, initially developed by the Rand Corporation for technological forecasting and named after the famous oracle at Delphi, is to generate discussion on a topic of interest amongst experts. [21,16] The Delphi method has four important methodological features: (1) a panel made up of various kinds of expert, (2) an anonymous process, (3) iterative rounds of enquiry, (4) subsequent rounds informed by a summary of the group response of the previous round. [3,13,22] While celebrating the Delphi method’s strengths, it is important to acknowledge and deal with its challenges.

Although challenging, an online consensus development process is more likely to improve than jeopardise the process and outcome, especially during covid-19-related restrictions on travel and indoor face-to-face meetings. There are many empirical examples of successful online Delphi studies in health care involving geographically dispersed panel members. [23–25] The online consensus development process is reliable [26] while asynchronous online communication has well-established benefits in promoting reflection and knowledge construction. [27] Therefore, the quality of any Delphi study depends on the underlying design and rigour, and not the medium of the research process. [15] However, ensuring a high-quality Delphi study is easier said than done as no standard quality parameters exist to evaluate Delphi studies in healthcare. [28]

Many Delphi method quality criteria have been proposed. Nine criteria were used to assess the quality of 52 Delphi studies on coronavirus disease 2019 (covid-19). [28] In sum, this study assessed how Delphi studies (1) documented the process followed to identify the problem area; (2) selected panel members based on objective and predefined criteria; (3) maintained strict anonymity of panel
members and their responses; (4) provided controlled feedback between rounds; (5) managed iterative rounds of discussions and feedback; (6) defined consensus criteria a priori; (7) analysed consensus in a transparent way; (8) identified criteria for stopping the Delphi rounds; (9) analysed stability of responses. Although comprehensive, this list is arguably not complete. For example, how Delphi researchers performed and reported qualitative analysis of panellists’ responses, and treated dissent and ambiguity are equally important ‘quality criteria’. [17,29,30]

**Research Priority Setting – ENHR strategy:** The problem of largely investigator-driven health research agendas, marginalising the voices of key stakeholders including patients, caregivers and the community, has fuelled a mismatch between the interests of patients and researchers, and a possible misdirected allocation of limited resources. [2,31,32] This spotlighted the need for transparent research priority setting with stakeholders. [2,33–40] Research priority setting—a range of “interpersonal” activities amongst stakeholders to identify, prioritise and achieve consensus on the key questions or research topics—can be small or broad. Small research priority setting projects, often the scope of a specific group or organization, focus on a health condition, while broader priority setting projects inform national or international health research strategies. [2,41–43] Ensuring transparency of the research priority setting process, and to “strengthen legitimacy and credibility for influencing the research agenda”, we applied the 31-item REporting guideline for PRIority SEtting of health (REPRISE). [2] To add rigour and transparency, we plan to register this research priority setting project on the Ludwig Biltzmann Gesellschaft Open Innovation in Science Center’s worldwide Priority Setting Database of research priority setting projects. This database inspires future priority setting projects serves as a research tool “for unanswered research questions and under-researched topics”. [44] The *Early Hip and Knee Osteoarthritis Priority Setting Partnership* and *Too Fit To Fracture: a consensus on future research priorities in osteoporosis and exercise*, are examples of priority setting projects registered on this database. [45,46]

We adapted the ENHR “mini-module” [4], asking the Delphi Panel to apply a 0 to 3 Likert Scale score to category 1 criteria, and 1 to 3 Likert Scale for the remaining 6 criteria. A maximum 3 points per criterium resulted in an equal weighting of 6 points for each of the four categories (Figure SF1-2). We shared and discussed the ENHR ranking strategy results with Delphi panel members during optional online meetings.
Figure SF1-2  Four categories (and 2 criteria for each) of the Essential National Health Research ranking strategy [4]

Stage 1: Planning

Steering committee: The study steering committee included members of the YAHiR Collaborative. Avoiding the “GOBSAT” (good old boys sat around a table) approach [47] the steering committee ensured a representative Delphi panel, and a robust Delphi method and ENHR ranking process. Interpreting ‘diversity’ as more than representation of certain demographic groups, the steering committee ensured a diverse and informed Delphi panel, representing six multi-profession stakeholder groups, including previously minoritised groups relevant to this research field (e.g., women, athletes, patients and the community, participants from the Global South). This study’s online Delphi method, with a specific focus on anonymity and access to adequate topic-specific resources, supported a more equitable and inclusive process.

More equitable (as opposed to an in-person meeting) as traditionally underrepresented groups had similar opportunities to participate—leveling the playing field (they didn’t need to travel and could share their opinion in a ‘safe space’). Our efforts to promote a more inclusive Delphi study (referring to a positive and supportive experience) included online meetings to share and discuss study resources and topic-specific information, and giving patient and public involvement partners leading roles in all aspects of the study (including steering committee membership, active involvement in study design, leading roles in online discussions, and co-authorship of study reports, including peer reviewed papers). (We provided the Primary Cam Morphology Delphi Study Steering Committee Terms of Reference as a Supplementary File).
Delphi and ENHR ranking panel: The concept of ‘expert’ is contested. According to Christiansen-Ruffman and Stuart (1978), cited by Needham and de Loë (1990:136) expertise is restricted “to people with specialized training, such as architects, academics, medical doctors and scientists.” [48] Cantril et al (1996:69) argued that an ‘expert’ is “any individual with relevant knowledge and experience of a particular topic”. [49] However, the narrow definition of expertise is unfortunate and “excludes individuals who derive expertise, not from specialised training, but real or first-hand experience, or familiarity”, and “more recognition must be given to a variety of experts who exist along a closeness continuum”. [48]

The closeness continuum represents an inclusive expert population of individuals with subjective, mandated, and objective closeness to the topic of interest. Experts with subjective closeness have deep experiential knowledge or real-life experiences. Experts with mandated closeness are those with professional and/or legal (ethical) responsibility while experts with objective closeness are those who study the topic, exploring and inquiring without preconceived bias. [48,50]

We adapted and applied the “closeness continuum” to purposively recruit 73 experts for this study representing multiple stakeholder groups with relevant experience and expertise (Figure SF1-3 and Table SF1-1). Participants were not reimbursed.

![Evolving definitions of expert and expertise](image)

**Figure SF1-3** Adapted closeness continuum of experts applied to the Oxford Consensus Study [48]

**Table SF1-1** Delphi panel recruitment criteria

| Identification of Delphi panel | Panel members were identified through (1) expert knowledge of the steering committee and colleagues; (2) International Olympic Committee’s 11 research centres for the prevention of injury and protection of athlete health; (3) International Hip Pain Research Network Consensus Group; (4) a list of authors (lead/corresponding authors) with a track record of peer-review publications in sports medicine and science, preferably in the field of cam morphology/FAI syndrome over the past 15-20 years (2000 to 2021). |
We oversampled to compensate for possible attrition at a rate of 25% per round.

**Researchers**
- Statisticians, methodologists, librarians, and sport scientists

**Clinicians and clinician-researchers**
- Clinicians who treat patients with hip-related conditions and clinician-researchers with a peer reviewed publication record in the field (cam morphology and/or femoroacetabular impingement aetiology, prognosis, treatment), including orthopaedic surgeons, physicians (including sports medicine physicians, physical medicine and rehabilitation physician, rheumatologist, family medicine), radiologists, physical therapists

**Patient and Public Involvement (PPI) representatives**
- Adult patients: a purposive sample of adults diagnosed with femoroacetabular impingement and cam morphology or hip osteoarthritis and cam morphology or hip arthroplasty and cam morphology or any other joint condition (e.g., inflammatory arthritis or osteoarthritis), or have a history of recreational or competitive high-load sports participation during adolescence or later
- Parents of young adolescents regularly participating in competitive high-load sport, irrespective of a personal history of cam morphology or FAI syndrome
- Sports coaches (defined as coaches of early adolescents regularly participating in high-load sports) or athletes (competitive, recreational, or retired), irrespective of a personal history of cam morphology or FAI syndrome
- Individuals with experience in patient and public involvement, or unique perspectives on, health equity, health ethics, racial, ethnic, and minority groups in sports medicine (e.g., healthcare professionals involved in adolescent sports medicine screening (periodic health assessment) and patient/athlete education)

**Journal editors, representatives of research funding bodies and policymakers**
- Journal editors (e.g., BJSM and JOSPT); Sports organisations/federations e.g. FIFA, IOC, IAAF

**Sample size:** We oversampled to compensate for possible attrition over rounds (at a rate of 25% per round). Consensus is normally achieved in an average of three rounds [51]; the steering committee, therefore, aimed to recruit a starting sample of 50 to 100 panel members. The study was fully anonymised and panel members did not know who the other panel members were during the Delphi survey rounds.

**Patient and public involvement (PPI):** We involved patient and public partners in the planning, delivery, and dissemination phases of the Delphi study through the YAHiR Collaborative’s PPI group. The latter group was represented in the Delphi study steering committee. We supplied all members of the PPI group with a glossary, mentored them on definition use and content (during online individual and PPI Group meetings), and invited them to weigh in on each Delphi round. [52] They had access to the recordings of the *Oxford-Aspetar-La Trobe Young Athlete’s Hip Webinar Series*, providing a good knowledge base including the current evidence, and issues, allowing an informed assessment.

Members of the PPI Group lead and actively participated in the mixed stakeholder group discussions following the Delphi rounds (Stage 3 below).
**Delphi software:** We used DelphiManager®, “a web-based system designed to facilitate the building and management of Delphi surveys” for the Delphi rounds and Microsoft Forms for the ENHR research ranking exercise. [53]

**Ethical considerations:** Research participants provided informed online consent for the study as part of the DelphiManager® surveys. Participants did not meet face-to-face during the online Delphi rounds. The University of Oxford’s Medical Sciences Interdivisional Research Ethics Committee (MSIDREC) provided ethics approval for the study - R73576/RE001.

**Statement preparation:** The Delphi study steering committee created an extensive list of statements and conceptual framework of all the potential definitions, terminology, taxonomy, and a set of research priorities on conditions affecting the young person’s hip focussing on primary cam morphology and its natural history. We based the initial statement list on a concept analysis of primary cam morphology [54], the early results of a qualitative study to explore stakeholder perspectives on factors contributing to high-quality research on how primary cam morphology develops, and the Lisbon Agreement on Femoroacetabular Imaging. [55–57]. In addition, the list of possible research recommendations was informed by recent (since January 2016) consensus recommendations on research in the field. [55–62] Members of the Delphi study steering committee independently reviewed the statements, followed by an iterative, asynchronous online process to review, discuss, modify and approve the final statements. The steering committee provided additional descriptive information (“Help Text”) where appropriate, and asked stakeholders, including members of the Patient and Public Involvement group, to provide feedback on the draft Delphi survey. Stakeholders examined the survey’s face validity (e.g., comprehensibility and acceptability) and refined language, formatting, and layout.

**Panel information pack:** All panel members had access from the outset of the project and throughout the Delphi process, to the course material, including recorded presentations, of the first 9 Webinars of the Oxford-Aspetar-La Trobe Young Athlete’s Hip Webinar Series (Appendix 2). (Webinar 1: What is primary cam morphology? Taxonomy, terminology, and definitions, and Webinar 2: Imaging strategies for primary cam morphology and FAI syndrome, were particularly relevant to this Delphi study). Panel members had full-text access to 5 recent consensus statements [58–62], and a summary of their research recommendations, to support scoring Domain 5 of the Delphi study on research priorities. We refer the reader to the relevant Supplementary Files (Oxford Delphi consensus study Part 1 and Part 2). Completion of the webinars and/or reading of the consensus statements was not required.

**Consensus definition:** The steering committee agreed on a consensus definition prior to the Delphi rounds (Table SF1-2).
Table SF1-2  Definition of consensus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consensus in (high agreement)</td>
<td>Scored as very important (7 to 9) by ≥70% of panel members and not important (1 to 3) by &lt;15% of panel members</td>
<td>Item retained for the next survey round/consensus meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consensus out (low agreement)</td>
<td>Scored as not important (1 to 3) by ≥70% of panel members and very important (7 to 9) by &lt;15% of panel members</td>
<td>Item discarded after round 2 (to be ratified at the face-to-face consensus meeting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No consensus</td>
<td>Neither criteria above are met</td>
<td>Item retained for the next survey round/consensus meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggest rewording</td>
<td>Scored as important but must be reworded.</td>
<td>Provide the opportunity for panel members to suggest rewording. The study steering committee will consider retaining a reworded item for the next survey round.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stage 2: Online Delphi Rounds
The consensus process involved a sequential, two-round Delphi survey and synchronous online consensus meetings to establish multi-stakeholder agreement and surface disagreement.

Round 1: Participants provided informed consent and registered for the Delphi study in one of 6 stakeholder groups. The statements were presented in a sensible and logical order in 5 questionnaire domains (definitions, terminology, taxonomy, imaging outcomes, and research priorities).

Panel members scored each statement using a 9-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (“not important/disagree”) to 9 (“critical/agree”), based on the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation scale for scoring the importance of including the item in the final list of statements. [63] Round 1 survey included free text sections to allow participants to propose new or modified statements and provide general study feedback. The Delphi study steering committee reviewed the proposed new statements or statement modifications suggested by participants in round 1, discussed and considered all the agreed new or modified survey statements for a subsequent round(s), and resolved any uncertainties.

Round 2: Participants had access to the distribution of round 1 scores for each statement stratified by stakeholder group. Judgements after feedback, including aggregated group feedback, are less exposed to cognitive and personal biases, and panellists are more confident in their decisions. [64–66] Panel members saw their score and then re-scored each statement on a scale of 1 to 9 (or not if they chose to defend their outlying score) based on the average scores of the group. We documented changes in score from round to round, and panel members could provide reasons when their score boundaries changed between rounds 1 and 2, defending their outlying score(s).

The steering committee and Delphi panellists explored and discussed reasons for outlying scores, disagreement and dissent (including statements with overall consensus) during the online Interacting Group Process (stage 3 of the Delphi study). Multiple rounds can cause ‘group-think’ amongst
participants via pressure to comply.[67] We did not wish to force agreement amongst participants and chose to limit the Delphi process to a maximum of 3 rounds. However, two Delphi rounds resulted in high consensus and surfaced important disagreements and areas of dissent to focus on in online discussions. A third voting round was therefore not required. Following Delphi round 2, we included all statements voted ‘consensus in/ agree’ and ‘consensus out/disagree’ in the final list of consensus statements.[68,69].

**Stage 3: Online Interacting Group Process and Research Priority Setting using the ENHR ranking exercise**

*Interacting Group Process - online mixed stakeholder group discussion meetings*: Delphi panellists discussed all discordant items as well as areas of tension and dissent, during two online mixed stakeholder group meetings, based on the Interacting Group Process. Interacting Group Processes stimulate participants to look at problems and solutions from different perspectives. [12,70] While Nominal Group Processes are better for generating ideas or solutions, interacting groups are better for sharing and evaluating information. [12] Acknowledging the importance of areas of dissensus or disagreement substantial time and effort were allocated to exploring these. To create a safe space for panellists to share their views, the steering committee facilitated discussions in small zoom breakout rooms (6-8 panellists representing different stakeholder groups); the discussions were not recorded. Group leads documented discussions in a field diary, and maintained speaker anonymity.

The first meeting discussed the results of the Delphi rounds, including ongoing areas of disagreement and dissent, and ratified the primary cam morphology definitions, terminology, taxonomy, and imaging outcome measures. The second meeting discussed the prioritised list YAHiR Collaborative research statements on conditions affecting the young person’s hip, focusing on primary cam morphology and its consequences in athletes.

**Research Priority Setting – ENHR strategy**: An online Microsoft Forms survey process followed to further rank the prioritised statements according to the ENHR strategy for research priority setting as described earlier. [4]

**Feedback**: Following the ENHR ranking exercise, panellists were able to attend one of six optional, time-zone friendly online feedback-and-discuss-meetings. Although these were not recorded, the lead investigator took field notes that provided an additional context for analysis. Field notes aided in constructing thick, rich descriptions of the context and discussions of these (and other) encounters. [71]
Data analysis
We entered and stored all data using the DelphiManager® electronic software tool and created Excel spreadsheets. [53] We calculated descriptive statistics for each statement and stakeholder group e.g., summary scores, ranges, percentage scoring for each statement “not important/disagree” (score 1 to 3), “important but not critical/neutral” (score 4 to 6) and “critical/agree” (score 7 to 9). Specifically, we reported, per stakeholder group, the median and interquartile range (IQR) for each statement between each round. This central tendency and measure of distribution served to estimate the consistency of responses between successive rounds of the Delphi study. Stability of response is an indication of whether agreement (or continuous dissensus or disagreement) is present throughout and whether it develops between rounds. [72,73] The stability of group response between rounds 1 and 2 was calculated using the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) type A, and an absolute agreement definition. [74,75] ICC estimates and their 95% confidence intervals were calculated using SPSS statistical package version 23 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL) based on 2-way mixed-effects model. [76] The lower bound 95% confidence interval of the ICC estimate was used as the basis to evaluate the level of reliability using the following general guideline: ICC values <0.5 (poor stability), ICC values 0.5 to 0.75 (moderate stability), 0.75 to 0.9 indicated (good stability) and ICC values >0.9 (excellent stability). [76]

Table SFI-2 represents the prior consensus definition for categorising the statements in all five Delphi domains. The Delphi study steering committee retained all statements between rounds 1 and 2 to enable participants to re-score every statement after considering feedback from round 1. This likely reduced participant burden in potential subsequent rounds and at the consensus discussion meetings. [1] Acknowledging that certain statements might be more relevant to some panel members than others, stakeholders were given the choice not to score a specific statement. We did, however, analyse the data of different stakeholder groups separately in each round. [68] In addition to the quantitative consensus definition in table 2, the Delphi study steering committee reflected carefully on the findings, drawing on clinical wisdom and experience, encouraging, facilitating and documenting further deliberation during two synchronous online discussion meetings.

Dissent analysis: Although the main aim of the Delphi method is to structure a group communication process that might lead to consensus, we were also interested in panel dissent. To explore possible dissent, we applied dissent analysis including outlier analysis, bipolarity analysis, and stakeholder group analysis. [77,78]

- Outlier analysis: Outliers can have a substantial effect on variables (e.g., Interquartile range), and statistical consensus. The existence of outliers is therefore an important potential explanation for dissent. We identified low outliers (data points that fall more than 1.5 times the Interquartile range below the first quartile) and high outliers (data points that fall more
than 1.5 times the Interquartile range above the third quartile). In addition, we visually inspected histograms of round 2 stakeholder group scoring for outliers. We re-analysed consensus after eliminating outliers for all statements with marginal non-consensus to test if these had an impact on the group’s consensus.

- Bipolarity analysis: Opposing groups of experts with an important and insoluble cleft of opinion, might result in non-consensus. Bimodal data distribution is therefore a possible explanation for dissent. To test for bipolarity, we investigated potential bimodal distribution (two or more answer options had the same mode frequency) and visually inspected histograms for round 2 scores of each statement. [77]

- Stakeholder group analysis: Stakeholder group analysis, a classical dissent analysis, is important to identify opposing views. To compare the scores from round 2 between the six stakeholder groups, we performed Kruskal-Wallis tests. To account for multiple post hoc comparisons, we adjusted the statistical significance threshold p-value to 0.0033 according to Bonferroni method. We are conscious of the limitations of ‘statistical significance’ [79]; therefore, substantial stakeholder group differences (p<0.0033) prompted us to further scrutinise individual- and group opinions for the specific statement.

**Qualitative analysis:** The lead investigator (HPD) immersed himself in the details of participants’ comments provided during Delphi rounds, Interacting Group Process, and ENHR ranking exercise.[80] After developing a framework based on recurrent and important themes, the free text comments were grouped into categories, iteratively discussed between the lead investigator and second author (SM). The lead authors (HPD and SM) then undertook thematic analysis to identify, group and agree on common threads within these categories, further refining themes and subthemes.[81,82] We provided summarised feedback of quantitative and qualitative open responses to panel members during Webinars 10 and 11 of the Oxford-Aspetar-La Trobe Young Athlete’s Hip Webinar Series. The webinars preceded the online synchronous mixed stakeholder group discussions on 22 and 23 September 2021 (Stage 3).

**Dissemination**
Considerable time lags—up to an average of 17 years—exist in the health research (knowledge) translation process. [83–85] On the other hand, rapid knowledge translation and implementation into policy and practice, as evident in the early covid-19 pandemic days, served and savaged communities—scientific-, health and care-, and patient communities. [86–88] We created opportunities for the community of researchers, clinicians, athletes and athlete-patients, to responsibly disseminate and effectively implement the findings of this study, not only to amplify the ethical conduct of future research, but also to foster authentic co-production of new knowledge. [89] Dissemination of new knowledge, an active process of spreading or sharing evidence to a target population, is most effective “when it starts early, galvanizes support, uses champions and brokers,
considers contextual factors, is timely, relevant, and accessible, and knows the players and process.”[90,91]

To fulfil objective 3 of the Oxford consensus, we applied the revised Bloom’s taxonomy (Figure SF 1-4). [92], a tool to create education that encourages critical thinking, to develop two education events aimed at early dissemination and implementation: Oxford-Aspetar-La Trobe Young Athlete’s Hip Webinar Series (Supplementary File 4), and YAHiR Collaborative’s Young Athlete’s Hip Symposium and Research Meeting (22-23 September 2022, Worcester College, Oxford).

Bloom and co-workers developed a taxonomy of learning domains, which was divided into cognitive (knowledge and mental skills), psychomotor (physical movement, coordination, and use of motor skills), and affective (how individuals deal with things emotionally – feelings, values, attitudes). While the original Taxonomy provided a hierarchy of six different levels of objectives in the cognitive domain, each entailing more intricate thinking than the previous one, the revised Bloom’s taxonomy emphasised verbs—the basis of the cognitive process: “what is to be done with or to the subject matter content.” (Figure 4) [92]
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